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Abstract

Software patterns provide reusable solutions to recurringdesign problems in a particular context. The

software architect or designer must find the relevant patterns and pattern languages that need to be consid-

ered, and select the appropriate patterns, as well as the best order to apply them. If the patterns and pattern

languages are written by multiple pattern authors, it mightbe necessary to identify interdependencies and

overlaps between these patterns and pattern languages first. Out of the possible multitude of patterns and

pattern combinations that might provide a solution to a particular design problem, one fitting solution must

be selected. This can only be mastered with a sufficient expertise for both the relevant patterns and the do-

main in which they are applied. To remedy these issues we provide an approach to support the selection of

patterns based on desired quality attributes and systematic design decisions based on patterns. We propose to

formalize the pattern relationships in a pattern language grammar and to annotate the grammar with effects

on quality goals. In a second step, complex design decisionsare analyzed further using the design spaces

covered by a set of related software patterns. This approachhelps to systematically find and categorize the

appropriate software patterns – possibly even from different sources. As a case study of our approach, we

analyze patterns from a pattern language for distributed object middleware.

Keywords: Software patterns, pattern languages, pattern selection,design space analysis, software design
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1 Introduction

Software patterns capture reusable design knowledge and expertise that provides proven solutions to re-

curring software design problems that arise in particular contexts and domains [45]. In recent years, patterns

have become part of the mainstream of software development.Different types of software patterns have been

published. The most popular software patterns are probablydesign patterns (see [21] or the proceedings of

the PLoP conference series). Design patterns can be appliedvery broadly because they focus on everyday

design problems. In addition to design patterns, the patterns community has created patterns for software ar-

chitecture [12, 46, 49], analysis [20], and even non-IT topics such as organizational or pedagogical patterns.

There are many other kinds of patterns, and some are specific for a particular domain. In this article, we focus

on patterns for software architecture and software design.

Consider the relevant patterns in a design situation have been documented in different pattern texts and

possibly by different pattern authors. In this and similar situations, systematically applying software patterns

requires a certain amount of expertise from the software architect or designer, because she/he has to well

understand how a pattern’s solution fits into the overall architecture and how other patterns can be applied

to resolve new open issues that might arise as a consequence of applying the pattern. To resolve these

problems, today many pattern authors document patterns as part of larger pattern languages [5], containing

rich pattern interdependencies and extensive examples or case studies (see for instance [46, 32, 49, 50, 53]).

The purpose is to guide the architect or designer step by stepto reach the domain-specific goal of the pattern

language. Once an initial solution has been envisioned or designed using the pattern language, the patterns

can be applied in an incremental refinement process that generates step by step a coherent “whole”. Pattern

languages are used for evolving whole architectures through this process of piecemeal growth (see [2]).

Patterns use a description format that supports the conceptof piecemeal growth. In his original pattern

concept, Christopher Alexander explains the role of patterns in a piecemeal growth process like this [5]:

Each pattern describes a problem which occurs over and over again in our environment, and then

describes the core of the solution to that problem, in such a way that you can use this solution a

million times over, without ever doing it the same way twice.

A pattern following this concept must capture the possible variations of the same problem/solution pair. In

other words, a pattern covers a whole problem space and an associated solution space, not only a single prob-

lem and solution1. This has severe consequences for the pattern description format: patterns are described

with a consistent structure, but the pattern descriptions uses a fairly informal, narrative style. In addition,

each pattern author uses a slightly different structure, according to the author’s preferences and what fits best

1Below we use the term “design space” for this problem and solution space.
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to the (technical) subject matter. Emphasis is on readability, understanding the language as a whole, and

documenting all relevant variants and related patterns of apattern in a domain.

In contrast to template-like descriptions of a solution to aproblem, each pattern describes a great number

of variants and possible relationships to other patterns, leading to a web of patterns that can be applied step

by step. The individual paths through this web of patterns are calledpattern sequences[3, 4]. Because this

way a relevant domain can be captured quite completely and for each pattern all relevant links to other related

patterns are documented, this description format enables piecemeal growth of a software architecture. This

is a great strength of the pattern approach.

But at the same time, this strength is also a weakness becausepatterns require a certain expertise from

the architects both for the relevant patterns and pattern languages and for the domain in which the patterns

should be applied. Questions arise like: Which pattern should I choose first? Which variant of the pattern

works best? Which pattern should be applied next? Usually the answers to these questions are not simple.

In each particular design situation the architect must consider functional features as well as quality goals,

such as performance, maintainability, reusability, etc. These quality goals are usually competing. That is, no

optimal (i.e. maximal) solution can be found but only a compromise.

The main goal of this article is to supplement the pattern-based approach and the body of existing pattern

literature2 by providing an approach to better support the selection of patterns and systematic design decisions

based on patterns. We propose a two step approach:

• Firstly, we formally document the grammar of a pattern language and annotate it with the effects on

quality goals. From the pattern language grammar we can derive the pattern sequences of a pattern

language. During the selection of sequence steps, we can usethe quality goal annotations to get an

approximate overview of the design decision’s effects on quality goals.

• Secondly, we analyze in detail the more complex or difficult design decisions in the pattern language

that can be found in the annotated pattern language grammar.This is done by documenting the design

space [36, 35] for each of these design decisions. A design space explains the considerations and

options of a particular design decision in depth.

The pattern language grammar and the design spaces have to bedocumented once for a pattern language

(or a set of related patterns). The initial documentation ofthe pattern language grammar and design spaces

can be provided by the pattern language author (as in the casestudy provided in this article), or it can be

done during an architectural design process (as done in someof the projects discussed in Section 7). The

2Please note that many existing patterns in the literature are not documented as part of a pattern language, or miss important

links to other, related patterns, for instance, because these other patterns were written later in time. We provide a practical approach

which can be used to connect these patterns to existing pattern languages.
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pattern language grammar and the design spaces can subsequently be applied to guide the pattern selection

in many other concrete design situations. They are therefore also a means to document and reuse the design

knowledge and design rationale from earlier design experiences based on a pattern language. Finally, as

pointed out in Section 7, a pattern language grammar and design spaces documentation can also be used as a

way to communicate design decisions to technical and non-technical stakeholders of a software system.

2 Patterns, pattern languages, and pattern selection

2.1 Definition

Patterns go back to the original pattern concept by the architect Christopher Alexander. In his book,A

Pattern Language[5], he describes 253 patterns that guide the creation of space for people to live, including

cities, houses, rooms, and so on. On the Hillside web site [27] a definition of software patterns is presented

that is derived from the discussion in Alexander’s book:

Each pattern is a three-part rule, which expresses a relation between a certain context, a certain

system of forces which occurs repeatedly in that context, and a certain software configuration

which allows these forces to resolve themselves.

A single pattern describes one solution to a particular, recurring problem. The full power of patterns is

only achieved, however, if they are used in the context of each other to form a web of related patterns, more

commonly known as apattern language[14]. A single pattern can only solve a single problem. Patterns in a

pattern language, in contrast, build on each other to generate a system. In the language context, the benefits

of a set of related patterns is more than the sum of the benefitsof each individual pattern in the set. Simply

connecting the patterns is thus not enough. Patterns have tolink to other patterns in the language that refine

and complete them. Pattern languages have several further characteristics:

• A pattern language has a language-wide goal. The purpose of the language is to guide the user step by

step to reach this goal. The patterns in a pattern language are not necessarily useful in isolation.

• A pattern language is generative in nature. Applying the pattern language generates a ‘whole’. The

whole is generated by applying the patterns in the pattern language one after another in an incremental

process of refinement. The basic idea is that each refinement step makes the whole successively more

coherent.

• To generate the whole, the pattern language has to be appliedin a specific order. This order is defined

by one or more sequences. Depending on the context in which the pattern language is applied, or which

aspects of the whole are actually required, there can be several sequences through a pattern language.
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• Because the patterns must be applied in a specific sequence, each pattern must define its place in the

sequence. To achieve this, each pattern has a section calledits context, which mentions earlier patterns

that must be implemented before the current pattern can be implemented successfully. Each pattern can

also feature a resulting context that describes how to continue. This contains references to the patterns

that can be used to help in the implementation of the current pattern, or explains how to proceed in the

incremental refinement process of the whole.

2.2 Pattern selection

The selection guidance offered by the different forms of pattern descriptions are highly valuable during

an (iterative) design process. But for systematic design decisions based on both functional requirements

and quality goals, a certain amount of expertise is requiredfrom the architect – both in the existing pattern

literature and in the domain, where the patterns should be applied.

Well-elaborated pattern descriptions nevertheless contain all relevant information necessary for an in-

formed design decision:

• Functional requirements:Each pattern describes asolution to a problemin a context. That is, the

pattern describes which functional requirements it can potentially fulfill.

• Quality goals:Each pattern contains a description of theforcesthat govern the solution to the pattern’s

problem, as well as the positive and negativeconsequencesof applying the pattern as a solution. These

sections usually describe in detail the potential influences of the pattern on quality goals.

• Pattern variants:In the pattern’ssolutionand in sections that describe the solution in detail, different

variants of the pattern are described.

• Related patterns:Most pattern description formats contain an implicit or explicit related patternsec-

tion, pointing for instance to patterns that can be applied to new problems potentially arising as a

consequence of applying the pattern.

As argued above, unfortunately, this information does not always lead us to systematic design decision

based on patterns. Gamma, Helm, Johnson, and Vlissides (the“GoF”) have already considered this as a

problem for their catalog of design patterns: “with more than 20 design patterns in the catalog to choose

from, it might be hard to find the one that addresses a particular design problem” (p. 28, [21]). They then

propose several different approaches to find a design pattern that is right for a particular design problem:

• Consider how design patterns solve design problems
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• Scan pattern overviews3

• Study how patterns interrelate

• Study patterns of like purpose

• Examine a cause of redesign

• Consider what should be variable in your design

Pattern languages lay a stronger emphasis on pattern interrelations and morphological unfolding of a so-

lution than the patterns in the GoF book by using the above mentioned process of piecemeal growth. For

pattern selection, however, pattern languages also require the architect to study the pattern language in detail.

There are a number of reasons why this might be a problem:

• Selecting from many pattern sources:There are usually much more patterns to be considered than just

the 23 design patterns in the GoF book, simply because in manydomains the pattern community has

provided significantly more pattern material since. The above named selection approaches, however,

require an architect to search through the patterns one by one, and remember the patterns’ contents. If

a significantly larger body of patterns needs to be understood, this is much work. This can only be mas-

tered easily with sufficient expertise both in the domain andfor the patterns. If the patterns and pattern

languages are written by multiple pattern authors, it mightbe necessary to identify interdependencies

and overlaps between these patterns and pattern languages first. Different pattern formats and writing

styles must be aligned and mapped.

• Reducing complexity of pattern selection:Patterns usually need be understood in the context of other

patterns, from the same pattern source and also from other pattern sources. The possible number

of pattern combinations to be considered for a given design problem thus can be huge, but only a

few of these possible pattern combinations work as a solution for solving the design problem. It is

desirable to reduce the complexity of the design decision byeliminating all pattern combinations from

consideration that do not work.

• Selecting from domain-specific pattern sources:The GoF patterns describe general solutions for soft-

ware design. Today many architectural pattern languages are domain-specific and have rich interde-

pendencies to other domain-specific pattern languages. Just consider the Remoting Patterns in [49]. In

order to apply this pattern language, you usually have to consider patterns from other pattern languages,

3“Intent section” in the GoF book. Today many pattern authorsuse other overview-like sections, such as pattern thumbnails or

problem/solution-pairs.
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such as networked objects [46], resource management [32], general-purpose patterns [21, 12, 6], server-

component patterns [50], language and component integration [55], aspect-oriented composition pat-

terns [53, 51], and so forth. Thus the design decisions mightbecome much more complex, due to these

domain-specific dependencies.

• Balancing quality goals of subsequent design decisions:A good pattern language describes for each

individual pattern and for each subsequent design step the consequences on quality goals. There is no

overview of the consequences of a number of related design steps, however. The holistic consequences

have to be deduced by stepwise examination of the patterns, one after another.

• Coping with insufficient pattern material:Not all domains are covered completely by patterns and not

all patterns are well written. In such cases, a pattern selection approach should allow one toidentify

gapsin the patterns and in their relationships to other patterns.

3 Overview of the approach

Our concept is to create the pattern language grammar and thedesign spaces once for a pattern language.

Then they can be used for multiple, systematic design decisions using the pattern language. Of course, using

the pattern language grammar and the design spaces might create a feedback that improves them. Thus

the pattern language grammar and the design spaces should not be seen as something static that cannot be

changed later on4.

Before we can apply our approach we need to identify the relevant quality goals of the patterns in a pattern

language. Of course, the functional goals are important fora design decision. Functionality is the ability

of the system to fulfill the task it was created for. A system that does not adequately fulfill its functional

requirements is doomed to fail its user’s expectations. Thereasons for architectural defects and subsequent

architectural reengineering, however, are often not concerned with the functionality of the system, but other

quality goals, such as the system’s performance, maintainability, portability, security, usability, scalability,

time-to-market, or costs. In pattern descriptions we can find the quality goals and concerns addressed by the

pattern in theforcesandconsequencessections.

The quality of an architecture (or a software system in general) can be seen as a collection of quality at-

tributes [7]. Even though there are forces and consequencesin an architectural pattern that do not directly

relate to quality attributes, most often some quality attributes depict central aspects of an architectural pat-

tern’s design considerations. We use two systems of qualityattributes, which complement each other: the

4Note that this view is consistent with the pattern community’s view on patterns: they are also seen as living documents that

change over time, for instance, because the technology for implementing the patterns changes and thus new pattern variants or

dependencies to other patterns emerge.
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system by Bass, Clement, and Kazman [7] and the ISO 9126International Standard for the Evaluation of

Software[30]. It is not particularly important for our approach which quality attributes are used to describe

the quality goals; it is just important that they are well-defined in the context of a pattern language so that dif-

ferent readers do not understand different things for the same term. In other fields than software architecture,

patterns have different kinds of quality goals as forces andconsequences, other than architectural quality

attributes. Our approach is nevertheless still applicable, provided that these quality goals are well-defined.

After identifying the quality goals of the patterns we document the grammar of the pattern language and

annotate it with the effects on quality goals. The formalization allows us to derive the possible pattern

combinations as pattern sequences. This step reduces the possible combinations of patterns dramatically, and

thus gives a good overview of the possible pattern combinations in the pattern language. It also gives an

overview of the effects on quality goals of the patterns and pattern combinations.

For the more simple design decisions in the pattern language, the pattern language grammar and the pattern

sequences provide a good basis for a design decision. Some design decisions are more complex, however.

For instance, in most cases where multiple variants and alternatives need to be considered, a more detailed

analysis is needed. Therefore, as a next step, we identify the more complex design decisions, described by

the pattern language grammar. For each of them we perform a question-option-criteria (QOC) design space

analysis. The result is a detailed decision map for the design decision in question.

4 Formal documentation of the pattern language grammar

4.1 Pattern language grammars and pattern sequences

As Alexander points out [3, 4], pattern descriptions alone do not really allow a person to generate a good

design, step by step, because they concentrate on the content of the patterns rather than laying the emphasis

on morphological unfolding. The creative power lies in the sequences in which the patterns are applied. For

a given task, the number of possible sequences is huge compared with the number of sequences which work.

The informal pattern overview diagrams (Figure 1 shows an example from [49]), used by many pattern

authors, give a good overview of how the patterns relate, butthey are not sufficient to derive the possible

sequences in which the patterns can be selected during a design decision. In fact, we can understand the

topology of the patterns in a pattern language as a partiallyordered set (poset), and each sequence in the

pattern language is a totally ordered set of patterns from the pattern language [43].

Note that there is more to a pattern language than its topology. A defining characteristic of any language

is its grammar. It is from grammar that we can derive sequences [26].

In a pattern language, the language elements are individualpatterns. To support a more systematic design

decision, we transform the pattern overview diagrams and the information in the pattern texts into a formal
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Figure 1. Example of an informal pattern diagram (from [49])

pattern language grammar. In order to document the quality goals of the design decisions, we annotate the

grammar with expected effects on quality goals. To documenta pattern language as a formal language, and

apply our approach in concrete projects, it is important to understand the following two points:

• A pattern does not describe a structural element of the system to which it is applied, but it can be seen

as anevent in a creative design process. Each pattern describes a whole problem and solution space,

not only a single solution, and thus selecting a pattern means to start a creative design process within

this problem and solution space. The order of the language elements in the sequences thus describes

the temporal order of a design decision. That is, the sequence < A, B, C > means that patternA is

selected before patternB, which itself is selected before patternC.

The order of pattern application is most often identical to the order of pattern selection. It is also possi-

ble, for instance, that some patterns that appear in the samepattern sequence are applied in parallel, or

that a sequence needs to be applied as a whole. Consider, for instance, a sequence includes the patterns

CLIENT REQUEST HANDLERandSERVER REQUEST HANDLER(both from [49]). The fact that one of

these two patterns was selected before the other pattern, which might be important for the documen-

tation of the design rationale, does not imply that the two patterns must be implemented in that order.

Usually the two patterns are implemented in parallel because implementations of these patterns usually

share common components, and a client component is needed totest a respective server component

and vice versa.

• A formal pattern language grammar does not necessarily describe all possible sequences of the patterns

in a pattern language, but only a number of successful solution paths that have proven to work in the

past. The sequences derived from a formal pattern language grammar need not be complete in the
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sense that they cover all possible combinations that might work, nor do they need to work for all time.

As mentioned above, a pattern language grammar should be seen as a living document that changes

as new pattern combinations are mined, existing pattern combinations become obsolete, other patterns

are added to the pattern language, technology changes, etc.

We propose a two step approach to come to a pattern language grammar. In the first step, we create

a pattern language grammar overview diagram that uses only dependencies that can be mapped to formal

language grammars. We annotate each dependency in this diagram with the expected effects on quality

goals. In the second step, we also document the formal pattern language grammar by deriving it from the

overview diagram (this can potentially be automated using atool). Note that the pattern language grammar

overview diagrams are not only useful as an intermediate step to create the pattern language grammar, but as

they are more easy to read than the grammar itself, they are also useful for discussing design decisions, e.g.

with the stakeholders of a software system. The formal grammar, in turn, is mainly useful for creating tools,

say, by using a parser generator.

In this paper, we concentrate on examples showing and explaining the pattern language grammar overview

diagrams because this representation is more useful for explanatory purposes than the formal grammars. We

also present the details of the formal grammars to illustrate that the diagrams can easily be transformed into

a more formal representation, suitable for providing tool support.

4.2 Mapping grammars to pattern relationships

In a grammar of a formal language, it is usually possible to provide production rules for required ele-

ments, optional elements, alternatives, and repetitions.We can map each of these elements to the possible

relationships that patterns in a pattern language can have.We find the possible pattern relationships in the

pattern overview diagrams and by scanning the pattern texts, as well as by looking at known uses or exam-

ple implementations of the pattern language. In the patterntexts we search forrelated patternsandpattern

variants.

The application of a pattern in a design context leads to a newcontext in which other patterns can be

applied. A pattern can either require another pattern, or the use of the other pattern is optional. These two

kinds of pattern relationships thus can be directly mapped to the required and optional elements of a formal

language grammar. In the pattern language overview diagrams we mark optional pattern relationships as

[option] and required pattern relationships as[required].

The alternative element can be mapped to alternative variants (marked as[variants]) or alternative

related patterns in a pattern language (marked as[alternatives]). [variants] and[alternatives]

default to non-exclusive alternatives (‘or’) because onlyin seldom cases design decisions for patterns exclude

each other. An example where exclusive alternatives are used is the pattern languageState Patterns[17]. In
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this pattern language, for instance, the absence of the patternSTATE MEMBER leads to the applicability of the

patternPURE STATE. Thus the design decision for one of the patterns means that the other pattern must not be

selected. In such cases, we add(xor) in the notation as follows:[variants (xor)], [alternatives

(xor)].

The repetition elements of the formal language grammar are needed to represent options and alternatives

(more than one option or alternative may be chosen in one sequence). However, they are not directly mapped

to pattern relationships. This is because in our formalization we interpret patterns as events in the pattern

selection process. Consider the pattern sequence< A, B, C > and the pattern sequence< A, A, A, B, C >.

These two sequences are semantically equivalent regardingpattern application and pattern selection. They

both say that the patterns are selected in the order:A, B, C. Please note that both sequences do not say how

often one of the patterns is applied during the sequence. Forinstance, if the patternINVOKER [49] is part of

a sequence, this can mean that more than oneINVOKER instance needs to be implemented, for instance one

INVOKER per existing remote object type or backend type. In the respective sequence theINVOKER needs to

appear only once. For this reason, we eliminate consecutiveduplicates from a pattern sequence5.

4.3 Pattern language grammar overview diagrams

As mentioned above, first we want to produce pattern languagegrammar overview diagrams. In these

diagrams, boxes with the pattern names are connected with arrows that are labeled using the relationships

introduced above. Sometimes participants, variants of patterns, or components of the domain are described,

which are not patterns themselves, but have an important relationship to the patterns. In the diagrams these

are used like patterns, but they have no box and are rendered in gray.

Each pattern and pattern variant in these diagrams represents one design solution. Thus the diagram already

provides an overview of the topology of the pattern language. But to understand the possible design steps in a

pattern language, we must additionally consider the forcesof the patterns. The forces are a list of factors that

influence the pattern’s solution. In the software architecture field, forces are often quality attributes of the

solution. We thus propose to add these quality attributes (and other quality goals) to the pattern relationships

in the diagrams using a simple notation: the quality goal is followed by an approximated score.

• ++: a very positive influence on the quality goal can be expected

• +: a positive influence on the quality goal can be expected

• o: no influence on the quality goal can be expected

5Please note that we discussed this mapping issue only for explanatory purposes: if a tool is used to derive the formal grammar

from the pattern language grammar overview diagrams, of course, only repetitions which make sense as patterns selections are

derived.
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• -: a negative influence on the quality goal can be expected

• --: a very negative influence on the quality goal can be expected

If a quality goal is not mentioned, the meaning is identical to the “o-symbol”: no influence on the quality

goal can be expected. In addition to this simple score, scores can be combined using the slash-symbol (“/”).

For instance, “maintainability o/--” means either no or a very negative influence on maintainability

can be expected.

We also allow for comments in diagrams, describing aspects that are not yet covered by the visible diagram.

These are placed in curly brackets (“{...}”).

Figure 2 shows an example of a pattern language grammar overview diagram.

[required]

Pattern C

[option]
quality goal 4 +

Pattern B

quality goal 3 ++
quality goal 4 ++
{this is a comment}

Pattern B Variant 2

quality goal 1 +
quality goal 3 -

Pattern A Variant 1

[variants]

Pattern A

Figure 2. Example of a pattern sequence diagram

4.4 Deriving a formal pattern language grammar

In a second step, we transform the pattern language grammar overview diagrams into a formal grammar

for the pattern language. A grammarG of a languageL is defined as the tuple:G = (V, T, P, S), where:

• V is a set of syntactic variables (non-terminals).

• T is a set of terminal symbols, which represent a sub-set of thealphabetA of the languageL. The

terminal symbols in a pattern language grammar are patterns(and pattern variants).

• P is a set of production rulesX −→ Y , meaning thatX can be transformed intoY . BothX andY can

contain syntactic variables and terminal symbols. The production rules are applied until all syntactic

variables are transformed into terminal symbols. The result of this transformation is a pattern sequence

that conforms to the grammar of the pattern language.

• S is a start symbol,S ∈ V , which starts the application of the production rules.

The languageL is the set of all wordsw that can be derived fromG = (V, T, P, S). In a pattern language the

wordsw are the sequences that can be derived from the pattern language.
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As an example, let us derive the grammarG EXAMPLE = (VEXAMPLE, TEXAMPLE, PEXAMPLE,

S EXAMPLE)for the example diagram in Figure 2:

V EXAMPLE ={ patternAselection, patternA, patternAs, patternAoptions}

T EXAMPLE ={ “”, “ PATTERN A”, “ PATTERN A: Pattern A Variant 1”,

“ PATTERN A: Pattern A Variant 2”, “PATTERN B”, “ PATTERN C” }

P EXAMPLE ={ patternAselection−→ patternAs patternAoptions,

patternA−→ “ PATTERN A”,

patternA−→ “ PATTERN A: Pattern A Variant 1”,

patternA−→ “ PATTERN A: Pattern A Variant 2”,

patternAs−→ patternA,

patternAs−→ patternA patternAs,

patternAoptions−→ “”,

patternAoptions−→ “ PATTERN B” “ PATTERN C” }

S EXAMPLE ={ patternAselection}

4.5 Deriving sequences from the pattern language grammar

Using the grammar we can derive sequences that conform to thepattern language. Please note that deriving

sequences from pattern language grammars should not be donemanually. Instead we propose to generate a

language parser from the pattern language overview diagramusing a parser generator. A tool can then use

the generated parser to validate that the sentences (i.e., pattern sequences) conform to the language. For

explanatory purposes, we nevertheless will derive two example sequences from the example grammar above.

For instance, we can derive a sequence that only selects “PATTERN A” using the following production rule

transformations:

1. patternAselection

2. patternAs patternAoptions

3. patternA “”

4. “ PATTERN A” “”

—

Resulting sequence =<“ PATTERN A” >

Please note that in the resulting sequence we have eliminated the empty element. Another example is to

select the option and both of the two variants of “PATTERN A”:

1. patternAselection

2. patternAs patternAoptions
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3. patternA patternAs “PATTERN B” “ PATTERN C”

4. “ PATTERN A: Pattern A Variant 1” patternA “PATTERN B” “ PATTERN C”

5. “ PATTERN A: Pattern A Variant 1” “PATTERN A: Pattern A Variant 2” “PATTERN B” “ PATTERN C”

—

Resulting sequence =<“ PATTERN A: Pattern A Variant 1”, “PATTERN A: Pattern A Variant 2”, “PATTERN B”, ‘ PATTERN C” >

Often we are faced with multiple pattern languages that havelinks among each other. That is, a pattern in

a pattern language is also part of another pattern language or referenced as a related pattern. In such cases

the pattern appears in two pattern language grammars as a terminal symbol. Thus it can be used to compose

sequences from the two pattern languages.

For instance, consider the sequenceS1 = <A, B, C> is derived from pattern languageL1 and the sequence

S2 = <X, Y, A, Z> is derived from pattern languageL2. In the two sequences the same patternA is selected.

ThusA can be used as a link fromL1 to L2, and vice versa. For instance, after selectingS2, we can continue

with a design decision forS1. When we apply the patterns forS1, we (most likely) do not need to applyA

anymore, because it was already applied during the application of S2.

5 Patterns-based design space analysis

The pattern language grammar is a formalism that helps us to systematically understand the topology and

the language element relationships in the pattern language. It is important, however, to be aware of the pattern

language grammar’s scope of application. Of course, there is more to a pattern language than grammar [26].

For a pattern language, especially the question of why we choose a particular sequence among the possible

alternatives is important.

The annotated pattern language grammar gives an overview ofthe pattern language topology and the

effects on quality goals. In some cases, this is enough to come to an informed design decision. A simple

example is a[required]-relationship: if patternA requires patternB, the design decision is already clear.

Where a more detailed design decision is needed, the subsequently introduced QOC design space analysis

should be applied. This is especially needed for pattern variants and alternatives because here usually many

factors need to be considered at once.

The goal of the QOC design space analysis approach is to qualitatively analyze and decompose software

patterns to create an organized “space of design patterns”.Let us first give a brief motivation for design

spaces in general. Then we explain the details of the approach.
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5.1 Design spaces

Design space analysis is a common technique applied to design problems in human-computer-interaction

(HCI) and other design disciplines [36, 35]. Thedesign spaceis an explicit representation of alternative

design options and reasons for choosing among those options. In contrast to the traditional conception of

design, which assumes that the output of the design is only a specification or artifact, the output of the design

is conceived as a design space. The design space preserves the thinking and reasoning that went into its

creation, the design rationale.

The main purposes of documenting the design rationale in this way are (see [16]):

• to serve as a means for communication among design team members

• to transfer design knowledge and expertise between projects with similar rationales

• to encourage the explicit and systematic consideration of alternatives

Note that these goals are pretty similar to those of softwarepatterns. It is thus desirable to combine the

two approaches to their mutual advantage; this is the goal ofthe approach proposed in this article.

Design space analysis is one approach proposed for capturing the design rationale. Lee and Lai categorize

it as a structure-oriented approach [34], because the approach is concerned with the structure of the space

of all design alternatives, which may be constructed considering the design process after the event. Other

approaches for documenting the design rationale are using aprocess-oriented design rationale or a psycho-

logical design rationale. The structure-oriented approach, however, is more suitable for the goals pursued in

this article because we want to analyze the design decisionsin a pattern language, which is also a primarily

structural description of a design process: it captures therecurring temporal structure of pattern sequences

[43].

There is one important difference in our use of design spacesto its traditional perception in HCI. The

traditional view in HCI applies the design space to a concrete design, whereas our approach is to build a

more abstract design space around the patterns, which are themselves abstractions used to describe numerous

concrete designs. The reason for this is the changing natureof software: design rationale capture requires a

lot of effort and the created models are hard to maintain. With every software change, the design rationale

documentation must be updated, which can only seldom be doneunder the daily pressure in practice. Thus,

with every evolution step, the documented design rationalegets more and more out-of-sync with the system

that is documented. To avoid this problem, we concentrate onpatterns as elements of the design space

because they are more stable in time than the elements of a single software design.
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5.2 QOC design space analysis

MacLean, Young, Bellotti and Moran [36] propose a semi-formal notation, called QOC, forquestions,

options, andcriteria, to represent the design space around an artifact being produced:

• thequestionshighlight the key issues to be considered in a design situation

• theoptionsare the possible answers to the questions

• thecriteria are the reasons that argue for or against the possible options of a question

QOC-analysis is used for traditional design space creation, mainly in the HCI field. For the systematic

derivation of a detailed design decision, we also use a questions, options, and criteria notation to visualize

alternatives for design decisions and related design considerations. In addition to the original approach in

HCI, we need to document the mapping of the questions and options to pattern alternatives and relationships.

The criteria need to be mapped to the functional solutions inthe patterns, as well as the quality attributes that

can be found in the consequences and forces of the patterns. In the remainder of this section, we explain the

necessary mapping processes and the visual notations used.

The goal of a QOC-analysis is to provide a detailed decision map for one design decision. As depicted in

Figure 3 the first step of a QOC-analysis is to identify those patterns that are relevant for a design decision.

The previously performed formalization of the pattern language grammar delivers those patterns: especially

the alternatives and variants are interesting to be explored further, and the patterns related to these design

decisions, because they likely lead to complex design questions. We explain the process of mapping the

relationship type “alternatives” first.

For each of the sets of alternatives identified, we must create a design space question (Q). The result are

a number of top-level questions. The options belonging to questions are the solutions that might solve the

design problem raised by the question. That is, the respective patterns, pattern variants, and other alternative

solutions are used as options (O) for the question. As shown in the Figure 4 questions are visualized in a box

marked with “Q” and are connected to their options with an arrow to an option box, marked with “O”.

The next activity is to identify all criteria (C) for the options. As explained before, the criteria are (mainly)

derived from the forces and consequences documented in the pattern descriptions. Usually alternative patterns

have some overlapping forces and consequences, and some forces directly lead to consequences. Thus we

catalog the forces and consequences of all options belonging to one question in one list, and eliminate all

duplicates in this list.

In the next activity we need to map the options to criteria. Inthe design space diagram we draw a solid

line from the option to the criterion, if and only if the option fulfills the criterion. That is, we can draw such

a line, if the pattern has a positive influence on its force, orthe criterion is a positive consequence of the
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Exclude pattern relationships and 
variants that are not influencing 

the design decisions in the design 
space

Identify the patterns relevant
for a design decision (from

the sequence analysis)

Create one design space question (Q) 
per set of alternatives and use patterns 

and alternative solutions as design 
space options (O) for this question 

Identify all the alternatives’ forces and
consequences (quality goals) and 

add them as criteria (C)

Map options (O) to criteria (C)

Identify other pattern relationships 
and pattern variants than alternatives

relevant for the design space

Use the relationships to create a link 
from the option (O) that has the 

relationship to a follow-on question (Q) 
and use the set of related patterns/

variants for the identification of alternatives

Figure 3. Activities for mapping patterns to a design space

Q Top-Level
Question 2

Q Top-Level
Question 1

O Pattern 1

O Pattern 2

O Pattern 3 
C

C

C

C

C Force/Consequence 1

Q Follow-on
Question 3

O Pattern 5 C

O Pattern 6 C
Force/Consequence in 
Requirement Form 5C

O Pattern 4

Force/Consequence 2

Force/Consequence 3

Force/Consequence 4

Force/Consequence 5

Force/Consequence 6

Force/Consequence 7

Figure 4. Template for design space visualization
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Top-Level Question 1

Pattern 1 Pattern 2

Force/Consequence 1 X

Force/Consequence 2 X

Force/Consequence 3 X X

Table 1. Mapping table template for top-level question 1

pattern. Note that it might be necessary to map one force or consequence to a number of criteria so that an

unambiguous mapping of options to criteria is always possible.

For convenience we also derive a mapping table for a questionin a design space containing the same

information, if the mappings between options and criteria are hard to read. Table 1 shows such as mapping

table as a template for “Top-Level Question 1” from Figure 4.

Patterns have relationships to other patterns and sometimes these patterns need to be considered for a

design decision.

For each pattern that is used as an option in the QOC design space, it should be considered whether its

related patterns need to be considered for the QOC design space. This should be assessed by answering

the following question: Does one of the options (i.e. one of the patterns in which the pattern relationship is

mentioned), when the option is chosen, lead to a new, follow-on design question? If this is the case, we should

draw an arrow between the option and the follow-on design question, as depicted in Figure 4 for “pattern 4”

and “follow-on question 3”. Next, we need to go through the whole process again for this new question (i.e.

identify patterns as options and map criteria to these options).

All pattern relationships that are not directly related to the design space should be excluded from consider-

ation in the design space. Thus, the resulting design space is a complete, hierarchical decomposition of one

design problem using patterns and their variants as options(solutions). Other top-level questions or design

spaces can be used to analyze other design problems covered by the pattern language.

When there are no more pattern relationships left to be considered, the QOC-analysis is finished. Note that

there are no feedback loops depicted in Figure 3 for the sake of simplicity. Of course, feedback loops need

to be considered between all activities. If, for instance, the identification of a pattern relationship reveals

another alternative in the core patterns, this alternativeshould be added to the core patterns and the whole

process should be applied (again) considering this new alternative.

So far we have discussed how to handle design decisions for mutual alternatives because the QOC-

analysis approach can basically only distinguish between alternative options (O) for a question (Q). Thus,

the approach directly covers alternatives in the pattern language grammar (i.e.[variants]-relationships

and[alternatives]-relationships in the pattern language grammar overview diagrams). But how should

[option]-relationships and[required]-relationships be handled?
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[required]-relationships are very simple: if a pattern implies the useof another pattern, there is no extra

design decision necessary. Thus we do not need to perform a QOC-analysis of[required]-relationships.

[option]-relationshipscan be mapped to options (O) in the QOC-analysis. But how to derive the question

(Q) then? We can simply use the opposite of the option, and askas a question (Q): “Should the option (O) be

taken?”

Note that a QOC-analysis should only be performed if the information in the annotated pattern language

grammar is not enough to make an informed design decision. Itdoes not make much sense to add a QOC-

analysis for very simple[option]-relationships or its alternatives. Especially if more simple decisions are

part of a larger design decision, it makes sense to perform a QOC-analysis for that design decision. For

instance, some alternatives might have an[option]-relationship as a related pattern, and the option chosen

here influences the decision for one of the alternatives. In such complex cases, where the annotated language

grammar does not reveal the complete interdependencies, a QOC-analysis can provide a much more detailed

view on the design decision, because it captures both structural and semantic information.

6 Case study: Remoting patterns

In this section, we describe how we derived a design space forthe remoting patterns, described in [49],

following the approach explained above. The remoting patterns describe the inner workings of distributed

object middleware systems (such as CORBA, Java RMI, .NET Remoting, or Web Services), and how to

use them for creating distributed systems. The remoting pattern language consists of 31 patterns, and has

numerous links into other pattern languages and pattern systems. A full design space analysis for the whole

pattern language would be much too long for this article. Hence we only present a design space analysis for

a part of the remoting pattern language: the asynchronous invocation patterns.

6.1 Overview of the asynchronous invocation patterns

In contrast to synchronous or blocking invocations, asynchronous invocations allow a client to resume its

work while a remote invocation is running. The most common variants of client-side asynchrony are de-

scribed by the asynchronous invocation patterns. Developers can use four asynchronous invocation patterns,

rather than ordinary synchronous invocations, if invocation asynchrony is required:

• The FIRE AND FORGETpattern describes best effort delivery semantics for asynchronous operations

but does not convey results or acknowledgments.

• TheSYNC WITH SERVERpattern describes invocation semantics for sending an acknowledgment back

to the client once the operation arrives on the server side, but the pattern does not convey results.
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• The POLL OBJECT pattern describes invocation semantics that allow clientsto poll (query) for the

results of asynchronous invocations, for instance, in certain intervals.

• TheRESULT CALLBACK pattern also describes invocation semantics that allow theclient to receive re-

sults; in contrast toPOLL OBJECT, however, it actively notifies the requesting client of asynchronously

arriving results rather than waiting for the client to poll for them.

All four patterns can be used when synchronous invocations are insufficient because an invocation should

not block. Developers can useFIRE AND FORGETor SYNC WITH SERVERwhen no result should be sent

back to the client.POLL OBJECT is appropriate when a result is required and the client has a sequential

programming model, whereasRESULT CALLBACKS require a client with an event-based programming model.

6.2 Annotated pattern language grammar

Synchronous Invocation of Void Operation

Fire and Forget

Sync with Server

[alternatives] performance++
reliability--
{no acknowledgment}

performance o/+
reliability+
{supports acknowledgment}

performance--
reliability+
{supports acknowledgment}

[alternatives]

performance++
{supports synchronous
 execution model}

performance++
{supports event system}

performance--
{supports synchronous
 execution model}

Synchronous Invocation with Result

Poll Object

Result Callback

reliability o/+
{result handling required}

[alternatives]

{no result handling required}

Messaging

reliability ++
{RPC style of communication not required}

Asynchonous Completion Token

[option]
efficiency +

modifiability +

[option]
efficiency +

modifiability +

[option]
efficiency +

modifiability +

Invocations
on Client-Side

Figure 5. Annotated pattern language grammar overview for a synchronous invocations

Obviously all four asynchronous invocation patterns are mutually exclusive. Figure 5 shows an overview

of the pattern language grammar. Deciding for one of the patterns as a basis for a client communication model

might have a significant impact on the architecture of the client. For instance,RESULT CALLBACK requires

an event-based programming model, whereasPOLL OBJECTworks in a client with a sequential control flow
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as well. Changing a complex client from a sequential controlflow logic to an event-based programming

model is a complex task. Thus a systematic upfront decision for an invocation architecture is necessary.

Ordinary synchronous invocations are an alternative to allclient asynchrony patterns. When examining the

pattern descriptions a sixth alternative becomes obvious:a messaging infrastructure, for instance following

the messaging patterns explained in [29], can be used as well. In messaging systems, also called message-

oriented middleware (MOM), messages are not passed from client to server application directly, but through

intermediate message queues that store and forward the messages. Messaging is inherently asynchronous.

Many messaging protocols provide a reliable means of message delivery, such as an acknowledgment scheme,

and tolerance of temporal failures among peers. Consequently messaging systems can provide a high level

of reliability to their users.

These six alternatives are shown in Figure 5 with their respective quality goals. For the three asynchronous

variants that provide a result (POLL OBJECT, RESULT CALLBACK, and messaging), we need a way (i.e. an

[option] in Figure 5) to align the result to the invocation: when invocations are performed asynchronously,

it is possible that one client sends multiple invocations after another, and results for these invocations arrive

in a different order than the invocations. Thus the order orOBJECT ID is not sufficient to align invocation and

result. This is solved by theASYNCHRONOUS COMPLETION TOKENpattern [46] (the respective messaging

pattern is calledCORRELATION IDENTIFIER [29]), which contains information that identifies the individual

invocation and is sent along with each asynchronous invocation of a client.

The asynchronous invocation patterns have relationships to some of the basic invocation patterns from the

remoting pattern language; in particular (see also Figure 6):

• The patternREQUESTORis used on client-side to construct and forward invocations. A REQUESTORis

inherently required for implementing the asynchronous invocation patterns.

• A CLIENT PROXY is a placeholder for the remote object in the client process.By presenting clients an

interface that is the same as the remote object’s, the proxy lets the client interact with the remote object

as if it were a local object. Internally, the client proxy transforms the invocations it receives intoRE-

QUESTORinvocations, which theREQUESTORthen constructs and forwards to the target remote object.

The CLIENT PROXY is optional for the asynchronous invocation patterns: it has a slight performance

impact, but lets the asynchronous invocations be handled bygenerated code, which might be beneficial

for maintainability and understandability.

6.3 Formal pattern language grammar

The formal pattern language grammarG ASYNC = (VASYNC, TASYNC, PASYNC, SASYNC)for the

asynchronous invocation patterns can be derived from the diagrams in Section 6.2 as follows:
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Client ProxyRequestor
[required]

Client Proxy

[option]
maintainability +
performance -
understandability +

Synchronous Invocation

Fire and Forget

Sync with Server

Poll Object

Result Callback

Figure 6. Asynchronous invocations and basic invocation pa tterns

V ASYNC ={ invocationalternative, invocationalternatives, resultalternative, resultalternatives, noresult alternative,

no result alternatives, pollobjectselection, resultcallbackselection, messagingselection,

fire and forget selection, syncwith serverselection, syncvoid selection, syncresult selection,

cp invocationoption, actoptions}

T ASYNC ={ “”, “Synchronous Invocation of Void Operation”, “FIRE AND FORGET”, “ SYNC WITH SERVER”,

“Synchronous Invocation with Result”, “POLL OBJECT”, “ RESULT CALLBACK”, “Messaging”,

“ REQUESTOR”, “ CLIENT PROXY” }

P ASYNC ={ invocationalternative−→ no result alternatives,

invocationalternative−→ result alternatives,

invocationalternative−→ messagingselection,

invocationalternatives−→ invocationalternative,

invocationalternatives−→ invocationalternative invocationalternatives,

no result alternative−→ syncvoid selection,

no result alternative−→ fire and forget selection,

no result alternative−→ syncwith serverselection,

no result alternatives−→ no result alternative,

no result alternatives−→ no result alternative noresult alternatives,

result alternative−→ syncresult selection,

result alternative−→ poll objectselection,

result alternative−→ result callbackselection,

result alternatives−→ result alternative,

result alternatives−→ result alternative resultalternatives,
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poll objectselection−→ “ POLL OBJECT” “ REQUESTOR” cp invocationoption actoption,

result callbackselection−→ “ RESULT CALLBACK” “ REQUESTOR” cp invocationoption actoption,

messagingselection−→ “Messaging”,

messagingselection−→ “Messaging” act option,

fire and forget selection−→ “ FIRE AND FORGET” “ REQUESTOR” cp invocationoption,

syncwith serverselection−→ “ SYNC WITH SERVER” “ REQUESTOR” cp invocationoption,

syncvoid selection−→ “Synchronous Invocation of Void Operation” “REQUESTOR” cp invocationoption,

syncresult selection−→ “Synchronous Invocation with Result” “REQUESTOR” cp invocationoption,

cp invocationoption−→ “”,

cp invocationoption−→ “ CLIENT PROXY”,

act option−→ “”,

act option−→ “ ASYNCHONOUS COMPLETION TOKEN” }

S ASYNC ={ invocationalternatives}

6.4 Core QOC design space for distributed client-side invocations

The core QOC design space for distributed client-side invocations is shown in Figure 7 and Table 2. The

core question for deciding for a design of a client-side invocation is: “Which invocation solution should

be chosen on client side?” We can see from the grammar overview diagram that there are six alternatives

to be considered: the four patterns for asynchronous invocations, the synchronous invocation alternative

(we use this alternative for synchronous void invocations and synchronous invocations with a result), and the

messaging patterns. If we analyze the four pattern descriptions and the two other alternatives to be considered,

we can identify a system of nine forces and consequences. These are shown as criteria on the right hand side

of Figure 7.

Let us explain these nine criteria in more detail:

• Invocation must not block:A central requirement that differentiates any asynchronous from any syn-

chronous solution is that in asynchronous solutions the client can directly resume with its work, without

having to wait for the reply of the server, whereas the synchronous invocation variants blocks.

• Result required:For non-void remote operations it is necessary to receive a result. Two ofthe asyn-

chronous invocations patterns,FIRE AND FORGETandSYNC WITH SERVER, are not able to send back

a result to the client, all other solutions are able to send back results.

• Acknowledgment required:Sometimes clients need to know that an invocation has reached its target.

FIRE AND FORGETdoes not even send back any acknowledgment of the receipt of the message, all
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Q Which invocation solution 
should be chosen on client side?

O Synchronous Invocation

O Fire and Forget

O Sync with Server

O Poll Object

O Result Callback

O Messaging Patterns

C

C

C

C

C

C Invocation must
not block

Result required

Reliability of message
transfer required

Acknowledgment
required

Sequential program
flow required

Immediate reaction 
on results required

C Event-based program
flow required

C Predictable message
flow required

C Client must get the 
result (pull model)

Figure 7. Design space for the asynchronous invocation patt erns: core design decision

other solutions are able to send back acknowledgments. Notethat a reply (e.g. a result message) is an

implicit acknowledgment.

• Sequential program flow required:Sometimes clients need to be written with a sequential program

flow logic. Then using purely event-based models, such asRESULT CALLBACKS, is not advisable.

• Event-based program flow required:If clients are written using an event-based programming style,

sequential models, such as synchronous invocations and some POLL OBJECTvariants, might be prob-

lematic.

• Immediate reaction on results required:Some results must be processed as soon as they are available.

Synchronous invocations andRESULT CALLBACKS actively inform the client about the result, and

are thus advisable in such situations. In contrast,POLL OBJECTSrequire the client to get the result,

possibly later in time. Messaging solutions usually can be configured to support immediate reactions.

• Predictable message flow required:Under high volume conditions, messaging might incur problems

such as a bursty and unpredictable message flow. Messages canbe produced far faster than they can be

consumed, causing congestion. Messaging solutions introduce some latency due to the processing of

the message queues. Such issues require the messages to be throttled by flow control. This might be

undesirable for application areas that require a predictable message flow.

• Reliability required: If reliability of message transfer beyond simple acknowledgments is required,
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Which invocation solution should be chosen on client side?

Synchronous FIRE AND SYNC WITH POLL RESULT Messaging

invocation FORGET SERVER OBJECT CALLBACK patterns

Invocation must X X X X X

not block

Result X X X X

required

Acknowledgment X X X X X

required

Sequential program X X X X X

flow required

Event-based program X X X X X

flow required

Immediate reaction X X X

on results required

Predictable message X X X X X

flow required

Reliability X

required

Client must get X X X

the result (pull model)

Table 2. Mapping table for core options and criteria

messaging protocols provide an out-of-the-box solution, whereas all other solutions require hand-

crafting of the reliability functions.

• Client must get the result (pull model):In many cases, it is not important, whether the client is informed

about the result (push model) or is itself responsible for getting the result (pull model). Sometimes,

however, clients need to get the result (e.g. at a specific time).

6.5 Adding related patterns and pattern variants to the QOC design space

After we derived the core QOC design space for distributed client-side invocations in the previous section,

let us now refine the QOC design space by considering related patterns.

As we want to create a design space that covers the design decision for client-side asynchrony, we can

abstract from all pattern relationships that are not directly related to this design issue. For instance, all

invocation asynchrony patterns have a dependency to theCLIENT PROXY pattern, but whether aCLIENT

PROXY is used or whether the client invokes the invocation asynchrony pattern implementation directly (using
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theREQUESTORpattern), plays no role in the selection of an asynchrony pattern. Thus we abstract from the

relation to these two patterns,CLIENT PROXY andREQUESTOR, in the QOC design space.

However, other questions – those that arise from the core design decision – are of central importance to be

considered in order to come to a sound design. These follow-on decisions are depicted as extensions to the

core design space in Figure 8. In particular there are the following important design decisions:

• If a result is sent back as a reply to an asynchronous invocation, it is – in contrast to synchronous invo-

cations – possible that the client waits for more than one result. Thus we must identify the client-side

object to which the result should be dispatched. An efficientand flexible solution for this problem is

theASYNCHRONOUS COMPLETION TOKEN(ACT) [46] pattern, which is an option in the pattern lan-

guage grammar overview diagram. Alternatively, if the communication protocol allows for identifying

the receiver based on the connection, we can instantiate onereceiver object (POLL OBJECTor RESULT

CALLBACK ) per asynchronous invocation. This incurs some memory overhead. Finally, if the client

is also a server, we can make the receiver on client side a remote object and send the result as a new

invocation.

• SYNC WITH SERVERrequires an acknowledgment sent from server to client. Basically, we explained

all options for sending an asynchronous result back before –with their respective consequences. In

addition we can use a synchronous invocation to send the acknowledgment. That means, the client

sends the invocation to the server and blocks. The server sends the acknowledgment immediately and

then processes the messages later asynchronously, but sends no result for the message back.

• Somehow we need to realize the asynchrony of an asynchronousinvocation on client side; that is, we

need to map the synchronous client program to asynchronous invocations and asynchronous replies.

If the operating system and the middleware environment support asynchronous I/O, we can use this

facility, which has little overhead. If only synchronous communication is possible, we can spawn a

thread (or process) for each invocation. This incurs a thread (process) creation overhead and scalability

might be influenced negatively, when a large number of invocations is running in parallel and thus

many threads (processes) need to be managed. The patternPOOLING [32] can be used to limit the

number of threads and minimize the thread creation overhead.

• If we decide for a messaging solution, we need to decide for a pattern for asynchronous result han-

dling. Here, one of the two patternsPOLL OBJECTor RESULT CALLBACK can be used. (Note that the

respective messaging patterns are calledPOLLING CONSUMERandEVENT-DRIVEN CONSUMER[29]).

Alternatively, we can block on the message queue. This solution has the same consequences as using a

synchronous invocation. The criteria for the three optionsare not depicted in Figure 8 because we have

shown them already in Figure 7.
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O Synchronous Invocation

O Fire and Forget

O Poll Object

O Result Callback

Q How to identify
asynchronous results?

Q How to realize
asynchrony?

O Asynchronous I/O

O
Spawn a new thread
per invocation

C

C
Number of threads should be 
limited (scalability, contention)

O
Spawn a new thread
and use thread pooling

C
Older invocations should 
not bypass more recent ones

Q How to identify the 
acknowledgment?

O
Synchronous invocation
for sending the ack

O
Asynchronous
Completion Token

O Sync with Server
O

One poll object/callback
object per invocation C

Identification based on the 
connection is possible

O
Send a new invocation
from server to client C

Client is also 
server

C
Perfomance & memory
efficiency

C
Flexibility of result
handling is required

C
Waiting for acknowledg-
ment should block

C
Synchronous invocations
should be used internally

Q How to realize asynchronous
result handling?

block on
message

queue

Environment/operating system
supports asynchronous I/O

O Messaging Patterns

Figure 8. Design space for the asynchronous invocation patt erns: links to pattern variants and other

patterns

7 Validation and experiences in using the approach

To validate our approach, we have used and refined the approach presented in this article excessively in

projects and case studies over the last couple of years. We summarize these practical experiences in this

section. Please refer to the referenced papers for a detailed discussion of the projects and case studies.

In some early projects (both industrial and research systems) we used the approach intuitively for develop-

ing an understanding of the relevant patterns and domains, and to communicate the results of a pattern-based

design to project members. The experiments in these projects helped us to refine the approach. Those ex-

periences also revealed that it is useful to integrate the coarse-grained, structural pattern language grammar

approach with the more fine-grained QOC-based design space analysis, because the QOC-based design space

analysis reveals semantics of a design decision that cannotbe seen in the pattern language grammar.

In addition, the combination of the two approaches is also useful for communication of design decisions:

for communicating design selections and design rationale to stakeholders not involved in the design decision –

especially non-technical stakeholders like managers, customers, or end-users – it is useful to present the more

holistic overviews of the pattern language grammar overview diagrams, whereas for technical stakeholders

the much more detailed QOC-analysis is useful for leveraging a technical discussion.

7.1 Industrial Case Study 1: Reengineering a document archive system

In a reengineering project for a large-scale, industrial document archive system (see [24]) we were con-

fronted with a monolithic architecture to be migrated to a “modern” component-oriented design. We applied

a pattern-based approach, following the patterns for flexible, component-oriented architectures described in
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[55] and related patterns [21, 12, 46].

We informally documented the relationships among these patterns using applicable pattern sequences. In

addition to early versions of our pattern language grammar overview diagrams, we used tables similar to the

ones derived by our QOC-approach for systematic design decisions. These illustrations and tables were also

used in technical discussions with the technical staff of the company (who had not read the pattern texts in

detail), and for company-internal presentations of the results. Our initial re-design recommendations were

based on a thorough code review, which was enough for gettinga first impression of the system, but not for

discussing design decisions and presenting the results of these discussions.

In this project, the pattern language grammar overviews, design space illustrations, and tables were used

for enriching the technical design decisions with the domain knowledge of the stakeholders in the company.

Also the approach was used to present the technical knowledge in the patterns to the companies’ staff. In

other words, we used our approach to bridge the gap between our technical expertise for the pattern domain

and the stakeholders’ domain knowledge about document archive systems. Please note that it was not an

option in this project to a priori require the company staff to read through the complete pattern material; the

visual pattern representations of our approach were accepted, though, and have leveraged an interest in the

patterns.

The case study has shown for one non-trivial case that it is possible to use the approach to support an

iterative design process. It has also shown that the approach can be used to communicate complex pattern

material and design rationale both to technical and non-technical project members.

7.2 Industrial Case Study 2: Reengineering a document archive system

In another industry project we were involved in the design for a product line for multimedia home platform

(MHP) [19] terminals – i.e. digital television receivers like settop-boxes (see also [22, 23]). The difficulty in

this project was the design of flexible runtime variation points in the constrained environment of the settop-

box and the television broadcast. To design the product linearchitecture’s variation points, we used the

patterns from [55] and [53, 51], as well as related patterns from [21, 12].

In this project, the main use of our approach was to balance the quality goals of the individual patterns – we

had a working solution on a personal computer in mind but had to adapt it to the particularities of the platform.

We thus used an approach where we used a pattern language grammar analysis that was annotated with the

impacts on quality attributes, as described in Section 4. This was very useful for combining multiple patterns

from different sources domain-specifically. The resultingview on the pattern languages and respective case

studies are described in [22].

The case study has shown for one non-trivial case that it is possible to use the approach to organize pattern

material and reduce the complexity of the design decisions.
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7.3 Research Prototypes as Case Studies

The industrial cases explained before have been performed in the context of existing systems or platforms

and in projects with clear design goals. In addition to thoselarger industrial case studies we used the approach

proposed in this article in a number of research prototypes to design architectures with patterns from scratch.

This work was done to validate that the approach is also useful for organizing pattern material in a less

clear and more innovative design situation. That is, we usedthe approach to apply a systematic kind of

pattern-based prototyping.

The goal was always to realize a specific functionality with specific quality attributes by experimenting

with the patterns and applying them incrementally (and removing not-working solutions again). Using an

unsystematic approach, such a proceeding can fail dramatically, because the wrong patterns are used for a

task, leading to an incremental downgrade of the architecture instead of a refinement, or very long develop-

ment times.

Instead our goal was to come more quickly to a working, innovative architecture by reusing the design

knowledge in the patterns. We applied this approach in the following research projects:

• We used our pattern language grammars and design spaces for patterns from [55] and [53, 51], as well

as related patterns [21, 12], in the implementation of the programming language Frag and itsSPLIT

OBJECT framework [57, 56, 59].

• We used the pattern language grammar and design spaces for the remoting patterns presented before in

two projects:

– SAIWS is an asynchronous invocation framework for Web services (see [54, 61, 60]).

– Leela (see [58, 52]) is a Web services framework that provides a loosely coupled infrastructure

for remote object federations.

In all those projects we developed an innovative research idea with specific goals in mind first and then

used our approach to come to an implementation that fulfills these goals but does not re-invent the wheel.

Because the initial ideas were quite “open”, it was very helpful that our approach provides a way to reduce

the number of options in each design step, without removing viable options from the overall space of possible

solutions.

The project experiences show at least that innovative designs following the approach are possible. The

design and development times fell below the initial expectations, which is also encouraging.
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7.4 Research Project: Technology comparison of AOP frameworks

In [53] we illustrate how the pattern language from [51] is applied in popular aspect languages and aspect

composition frameworks using more simple pattern overviewdiagrams [3, 4] and feature-oriented domain

analysis (FODA) [31]. This work can be seen as a direct predecessor of the work presented in this article. The

option types in the FODA diagrams can roughly be mapped to theelements of our pattern language grammar

overview diagrams.

The goal in this project was a bit different to the problem of pattern selection though: we used the pattern

language overview diagrams for a comparison of different aspect composition frameworks. That is, the goal

of this project was a technology comparison.

Even though this is not the main goal of our approach, we stillconsider this project an important experi-

ence, as it shows that the approach can be used for other tasksthan pattern selection: in this project it has

helped us to perform a technology comparison and to bring theresults across to a broader research audience.

7.5 Validation of support for understanding by non-experts

The approach presented in this article is a supplemental technique to the pattern languages concept. A

main goal is to support situations in which the pattern language itself is highly complex, the pattern material

is not organized well, or patterns from multiple sources must be organized. We claim that our approach works

better than simply scanning the pattern texts.

The case studies and projects explained before show that theapproach can be applied successfully, but they

do not validate that the approach helps non-experts in the pattern domain to understand the patterns better

than they would without the approach. This can hardly be validated in a typical industrial or research project,

because here it is usually required that experts for the patterns are in the project.

We thus validated this claim in a student group of five students6. The task of the group was to conduct a

study in the area of security patterns. We have chosen this domain because at the time of this study, the field

of security patterns was not completely covered by patterns, the existing patterns were incomplete and of

varying quality, there was no comprehensive pattern language for security patterns, and many links between

the patterns were missing. In other words, the ideal situation that good and coherent pattern descriptions are

existing, was not given in this area.

All five students have visited a patterns introduction course (mainly covering the GoF patterns [21]) and a

one semester (2 hours/week) course about network security,before they joined the group. The project lasted

for one semester.
6This study was conducted by a seminar group at the Vienna University of Economics in the winter semester 2003/2004. The

participants of that group, supervised by Mark Strembeck and Uwe Zdun, were: Roland Berger, Jürgen Hasiner, Mareike Kukacka,

Wilhelm Nowak, and Leila Saleh.
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We instructed the students to first identify the existing patterns in the security domain, summarize them, and

explain the relationships to other patterns. The students studied a body of literature containing 49 patterns.

We analyzed the resulting document produced by the studentsafter half the semester: more than 70% of the

pattern summaries were clearly wrong. Especially there were many mistakes in the quality goals/forces of the

patterns. Less than 50% of the pattern relationships mentioned in the pattern texts were correctly identified.

The students have identified only 2 pattern relationships that were not documented in the patterns, and none

of them was correct. The students have not identified any of the major gaps in the security pattern landscape.

Next, we introduced the students to the approach described in this article: they first identified possible

sequences and gaps – in a graphical diagram similar to the pattern language grammar overview diagrams

used in this article. Next, they mapped the patterns to quality goals/forces described in the pattern texts us-

ing tables following those used for the results of our QOC-analysis. The result of this process was a pretty

comprehensive overview of the existing pattern material inthe security domain. We also analyzed the final

resulting document, delivered at the end of the semester: less than 10% of the pattern summaries had mis-

takes, especially the interpretation of quality goals/forces has significantly improved. Almost all documented

relationships of the patterns were identified by the students, and the students correctly identified 8 pattern

relationships that were not documented in the pattern texts. Also, the students were able to organize the

security pattern landscape in topic clusters. A subsequentcomparison to the security literature has revealed

gaps in the security pattern landscape.

This experiment shows that the approach described in this article can significantly improve a non-expert’s

understanding of incomplete pattern material from multiple sources. In our interviews with the students, they

confirmed that the more structured and systematic approach helped them to improve the results and raised

their confidence in their results.

8 Related work

8.1 Selecting patterns

To describe how to select and apply software patterns is one of the main goals of our approach. We al-

ready discussed the related work on pattern languages, which is probably the ‘most practical’ other approach

addressing this goal (see for instance the pattern languages in [46, 32, 49, 50, 53] and Alexander’s work

[2, 5, 3, 4]). Throughout this article we discussed open issues when selecting patterns using existing software

pattern languages, and explained that our approach supplements the pattern language concept.

A number of other supplements to pattern languages have beenproposed, most of them focusing on enrich-

ing the pattern language with examples, for instance, to show how they can be applied in a particular domain.

In [46] general patterns of networked and concurrent objects are supplemented with a more domain-specific
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pattern language on middleware design. In [32] a number of design case studies are given for the pattern

language presented, and in [49, 50] technology projections(illustrating the use of the pattern language in a

popular technology) are provided. Note that these approaches are – in contrast to our approach – parts of the

pattern language descriptions and do not represent software engineering approaches for aiding the applica-

tion of patterns. We also provided a number of case studies for general purpose patterns from [21, 12, 46] to

illustrate how they can be applied together in a particular domain: Web servers [41] and XML/RDF parsing

and interpretation [42].

Ziegler [62] proposes a design space-based approach for mapping the dimensions “navigation structure”

and “content structure” onto each other. The goal is to identify navigational HCI patterns using a systematic

approach. We did not follow this “dimensional” approach to design spaces, but did instead follow the QOC

approach [36], because an n-dimensional matrix of design dimensions limits the solution space to these

dimensions. When the goal is pattern selection in a pattern language this approach is dangerous: we might not

be able to use important sequence steps that lie outside of the design space dimensions. Ziegler’s approach is

useful for mining undocumented software patterns though, because the dimensional approach clearly reveals

gaps in the pattern landscape. For all specific combinationsof the options in the two dimensions that are not

covered by patterns yet, you can seek for this combination inexisting systems, and if found multiple times,

it is a candidate for a pattern.

Braga and Masiero [10] propose a systematic approach to identify hot spots [44] in a pattern language.

They use different types of hot spots that can be identified from the information present in the elements

of each pattern of the pattern language. The approach thus uses a similar approach to our approach for

understanding a pattern language: elements are identified from the pattern texts and mapped to a systematic

framework of hot spot types. The goal of the approach is different though: it aims at reducing the complexity

of object-oriented framework development, and thus introduces hot spot types that can be found in object-

oriented frameworks rather than general pattern language relationships (as used in our approach).

8.2 Formalization approaches and language support for patterns and styles

Porter, Coplien, and Winn [43] explain the application of Alexander’s concept for composing pattern

languages using pattern sequences (see [3, 4]) to the software domain using two example pattern languages

from the software domain. A formalism for representing a sequence as a single, totally ordered set of patterns

is proposed. A pattern language is consequently seen as a partially order set (poset).

Henney extends the approach of Porter, Coplien, and Winn using a grammar-oriented approach for de-

riving sequences [26]. Our approach extends Henney’s approach with graphical pattern language grammar

overviews which can be used to provide tool support for grammar generation, annotations for quality goals,

and a subsequent QOC design space analysis.
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Coplien and Zhao [15] propose a formalism for software patterns using group theory and symmetry con-

cepts. They argue that many programming languages provide constructs to support symmetry, i.e. invariant

changes, and that software patterns describe situations ofsymmetry breaking, i.e. situations in which the

design of the programming language is not adequate for a design problem and thus a pattern must be ap-

plied. The proposed pattern formalism is useful to explain software patterns as a design discipline and to

relate them to Alexander’s work. It does not specifically aimat pattern selection or the design process with

patterns, though, which is the aim of our approach.

A number of approaches have been proposed for the formal specification of software patterns (see for

instance [18, 39, 48, 37]). These approaches, however, havenot gained much momentum in recent years

mainly because of their complexity and the resulting limitations regarding their practical use. In contrast

to the formalisms described before, these approaches are not explicitly derived from Alexander’s work on

pattern languages, and they have not been used for architectural patterns or whole pattern languages, but just

for some isolated patterns from the GoF book [21]. Similar issues arise for approaches proposed for language

support for design patterns [40, 9] or implementations of patterns as aspects [25, 28]. These approaches make

patterns first-class entities of the language or aspect framework, which means that the formal dependencies

can be used as a guide for selecting a pattern-based solution. This works only at the level of singular pat-

terns and their participants. The approaches provide only little guidance in how to design complex software

architectures.

Architectural styles consist of system composition patterns and constraints on architectural elements,

which are targeted at families of systems with shared characteristics [1, 38]. Some studies of styles focus

on the component connectors as the key elements of architectural styles (see e.g. [47]). Thus styles provide

some dedicated guidance on how to assemble an architecture from building blocks. Some approaches exist

that further help in the composition of architectural styles. For instance, the Alfa framework [38] allows for

systematically composing architectural styles from a number of architectural primitives.

Similar to pattern formalization attempts, there have beenformalization attempts for architectural styles

(see e.g. [1]). These have similar limitations as the approaches proposed for patterns: they do not consider

the composition of larger architectures from primitive building blocks [38].

8.3 Other design space approaches in software engineering

A number of approaches utilize the design space approach in software engineering. Let us briefly explain

how these approaches relate to our approach.

De Bruin, van Vliet, and Baida [11] propose an approach for mapping the required features of the system,

modeled in a so-called feature space, to the elements of the so-called solution space that have an effect on

the realization of the respective features. The approach also provides a kind of design space, represented as a
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feature-solution graph. The approach’s main objective is to reuse and select solution elements by document-

ing feasible architectures. The approach also serves as a basis for tracing design decisions. In contrast to our

approach, this approach does not explicitly explain how to map the solution space’s elements to larger soft-

ware architectures and the relationships among architectural elements. This important aspect is an inherent

part of the pattern descriptions used in our approach.

Baum, Becker, Geyer, and Molter [8] use a design space-basedapproach to map requirements to com-

ponents. The approach aims at the reuse of components in similar application scenarios. However, no

“foundation” for finding the relevant requirements (like the patterns in our approach or the feature space in

[11]) is used, and no iterative analysis process is proposede.g. to identify conflicts. Instead requirements are

captured using the properties of existing components. Thusonly component selection is supported, but no

further architectural decision or documentation.

There are a number of requirements engineering approaches that loosely resemble the design space decom-

position method, used as part of our approach. These approaches organize the functional and non-functional

requirements of a system. For instance, in goal-oriented requirements engineering [33], goals capture the

objectives a system should achieve. Goals can be related andrefined in goal graphs. Similarly, soft goal

contribution graphs [13] decompose soft goals (e.g. quality attributes) of a system. These approaches, how-

ever, work at a different level of abstraction than our approach: their aim is to organize concrete system

requirements systematically, whereas our approach organizes patterns (i.e. recurring solutions to recurring

problems) and pattern languages. The (soft) goals used for decomposition of the requirements loosely re-

semble the forces of the patterns, which our approach uses ascriteria, but again concrete goals of concrete

systems are working at a different abstraction level than the forces of patterns (which can be used over and

over again). A requirements/goals decomposition, however, can be quite useful in combination with our

approach: the decomposed requirements/goals of a concretesystem can be matched to the decision guides

provided by the pattern language grammars and design spacesin order to select the patterns as solutions

supporting specific goals.

9 Conclusion

We presented an approach to systematize the selection process of software patterns in pattern languages.

The approach is feasible because the documentation of the pattern language grammar and the design spaces

has to take place only once (for instance performed by the pattern language author or during the first design

with a pattern language), and then the pattern language grammar and the design spaces can be applied for

multiple systems (of course they can be refined if information is missing). In contrast to former approaches

(see the discussion in Section 8), our approach is capable touse patterns from many pattern sources, deal with

architectural patterns (not only GoF design patterns), andprovide domain-specific design decisions based on
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quality goals and forces. The options in the selection process are first reduced to pattern sequences using a

formal pattern language grammar, and then to a detailed viewon a single design decision in a QOC design

space. Thus, we significantly reduce the complexity of the pattern selection process – from the selection

among the whole patterns and potential relationships in a number of pattern catalogs or pattern languages

to an ordered, systematic sequence of documented design decisions. Throughout the decision process, our

approach explicitly considers the quality goals (forces) of the patterns and their variants.

It is important to note that our approach is focused on the abstraction level of patterns and pattern languages

(as in the examples in this article). Thus it should not be directly applied to concrete system designs without

using the pattern language abstraction. That is, it should not be used for organizing concrete system require-

ments, because this would entail the danger that other possible design solutions than those documented as

patterns are not considered, or that patterns as solutions are applied “blindly” leading to pattern overkill and

abuse. It would be interesting to investigate in how far our approach can be extended with requirements en-

gineering approaches, such as goal-oriented requirementsengineering [33], to systematically map concrete

requirements to pattern forces.

As discussed in Section 7, our approach can also be used for other goals than only pattern selection. We

mentioned projects where our approach helped in the communication with (non-technical) stakeholder, for

understanding pattern material, and for technology comparison/evaluation. We envision further application

areas for the approach: for instance, the pattern language grammars and design spaces can potentially be used

as an input for model-driven tools. As a future work, we want to examine these and other further application

areas for the approach in more depth. We also plan to investigate the use of the approach for pattern language

composition.
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